Frequently Asked Questions
For Rescore Express

You can update your report through the
bureaus or…….
USE OUR RESCORE EXPRESS PROGRAM TO
QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY IMPROVE YOUR
BORROWERS CREDIT SCORES!
What is an Rescore Express?
Rescore Express is Advantage Credit of Colorado’s rapid rescore program. It will
correct incorrect information at the bureau level. With the proper documentation,
the correct information will be sent to the bureaus. The bureaus will verify the
document and update the account. The update will take about 3 business days
after being submitted to the bureaus. (vs. the 2-3 months it usually takes) if the
borrower disputes the information themselves.

Is the correction permanent?
Most of the time, yes. While Rescore Express corrects information at the level of
the bureaus, it is up to the creditor to change their reporting to the bureaus. We
have no control over this. If they do not change their reporting, it is possible that
the next time they report, they will report the old, incorrect information. Scores
and information on a report can change daily, so we recommend having the
underwriter pull their report as soon as possible after the update is complete.

Do I have the customer pay you directly for the
service?
No, we do not work directly with the public. You are our customer, and you are
the one who will be billed directly for the service. Keep in mind, we cannot
charge the customer “directly (or indirectly)” for this service, such as a charge for
“credit repair”.

Why can’t I charge for credit repair?
This is a rapid correction process, not credit repair.
The bureaus are in a precarious position, managing data for millions of credit
reports. They do not wish to be accused of conflict of interest, profiteering from
errors, and accusations of ulterior motives for errors that appear on a credit
report.

How do I determine what might help a score?
Looking at the score factors is the best way to start. They are in order of
importance. The top two listed are always what is having the most impact on the
scores. Also utilizing our Credit Analyzer and What If simulator can help you
determine the best course of action for your borrowers to take in order to raise
their scores.

What documents will the bureaus accept?
To show a balance paid down we need a copy of a mailed statement or an online
snapshot that shows the new balance once the account has been paid down. If it
is an online snapshot it must have the company logo, at least the last 4 digits of
the account number and show what the new balance is. An online snapshot of a
new balance will work for every credit card except American Express or FNB.
Please contact the rescore department for the details regarding these accounts.

What documents are not acceptable?
The bureaus will not accept divorce decrees, HUDS, settlement statements,
copies of money orders, department store receipts, Universal Data Forms, or
online snapshots for credit cards that only show that a payment was made but do
not show the balance. They will also not accept any document dated over 30 days
ago.

How can I have a dispute remark removed?
In most cases we need only a letter from the borrower. It needs to be typed,
signed, dated, reference the account name and number as it appears on the credit
report and must only say “I am not disputing this account. Please remove the
dispute remark.”
If the remark on the report reads “reinvestigation in progress”, we cannot do a
rescore to have the remark removed. This is reported only by Equifax and they
will not allow us to remove this remark.
The only way to have this removed is for the borrower to contact he Office of
Consumer Affairs at Equifax, tell them they are not disputing the account, they
want to withdraw the dispute and have the remark removed. Their phone number
is 800-203-7843.

How do we obtain the correct documents?
The borrower must obtain the proper documentation from the listed creditor or
court.

What is the guarantee that a score will go up?
There is never a guarantee. While it is always the hope and we have had great
success with this program, we can never guarantee a score increase.

I have an old mortgage on the report that has been
paid. If we do an update to show it paid, will that help
my credit score?

Most likely an old mortgage is not really affecting the score. Balances that most
affect the scores are balances on revolving debt. Check for credit card balances
that are charged up to or close to their limit.

Will it help to show a collection account paid off?
If the collection account is over 12 months old, there is actually a chance of the
correction having a negative affect at the onset. The bureaus look at this as
bringing derogatory information to a current date. If the collection account is
reporting in the last 12 months there is more of a chance of it having a positive
affect though it will probably not be a dramatic increase.

Will showing a judgment or lien satisfied/released
help the score?
Again, if it is over 12 months old, there is a chance of it having a negative affect
on the score for the same reasons listed above.

There is a collection agency reporting on the credit
report and I have a letter from the original creditor
showing it paid.
The bureaus will not accept this. The letter must be from the company that is
actually reporting to the bureaus. In this case, that would be the collection
agency. If the original creditor is also reporting on a separate line the borrower
must also obtain a letter from them.

What about bankruptcies?
We discourage doing Rescore Expresses on bankruptcies, especially if the
bankruptcy was discharged over 12 months ago. By showing charge
offs/collections included in a bankruptcy, again, the bureaus look at it as bringing
derogatory information to a current date and it could, at the onset, have a
negative affect on the score.

I show several old credit cards without balances as
still open, if we show them closed will that help the
scores?
No, and in most cases it will actually hurt the scores. Closing, old, unused credit
cards also closes their history. The bureaus want to see that history, so closing
them could have a negative affect on the scores.

Are there specific accounts that an Rescore Express
cannot be done on?
Yes. Any document we submit to the bureaus can be called on by the bureaus
to verify the accuracy of the letter. If they cannot get a verbal from the creditor
they will not do the update. Experian and Equifax will sometimes take the
document at face value and not call. Trans Union will call on every document we
send. Since there are some creditors that will not do third party verbal
verifications there are some creditors that we cannot do a rescore on with Trans
Union Most of these will be credit unions. The bureaus will also not do
conference calls.

Can an account that is not reporting to the bureaus be
added through Rescore Express?
We cannot add an account at the bureau level that is not showing on the credit
report. Rescore Express can also not be used to remove inquiries.

What are the best kinds of changes to make through
Rescore Express?
•
•
•

Removing erroneous late payments that have been reported in the last 12
months.
Showing credit card balances paid down/off.
Having erroneous collection accounts removed.

What is a good credit scenario?
2 installment loans
3 revolving accts (2 national bank cards/1 department store card)
No derogatory information
All revolving debt should have balances of less than 30% of the high credit.

For more information contact your Rescore Express Team
Mindy Leisure 303-952-7541
Jewell Fischer 303-952-7585
Deb Buchanan 720-389-0377

Jackie Reynolds 303-952-7533
Marycarol Patz 303-952-7561

